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In the action camera arena GoPro has reigned as champion for over a decade, but has a 

sleeping giant awoken as Nikon enters the fray? 

GoPro, that 14-year old US tech company that pioneered the ubiquitous tiny, high-definition, 

mounted video camera, has so completely cornered the market that its name has become 

synonymous with action cameras.  As a result of the company’s aggressive marketing, 

leveraging tons of customer-based video and photographic content across the gamut of 

social media platforms, GoPro has successfully promoted its brand as a lifestyle.  Surfers, 

skaters, scuba divers, bikers, race car drivers, parkour enthusiasts, and extreme athletes in 

general, all use the acrylic-encased video recorder, and its seemingly infinite line of 

accessories, to tell their stories.  With fourth quarter sales profits in 2015 of US $634 million, 

the company retains seemingly unassailable dominance in the action camera market – but 

then GoPro has never gone up against a powerhouse like Nikon. 

In January 2016, Nikon, a company with 100 years of camera design experience, global reach 

and a fanatically loyal customer base, announced its planned launch of not one, but three 

action cameras.  The Nikon KeyMission line, comprising of the KeyMission 80, KeyMission 

170 and Nikon’s flagship action camera, the KeyMission 360, are decidedly strong entries into 

the action camera market, and with technical specs that place them on par with, or superior 

to, GoPro’s line-up, the Nikon KeyMission action cameras are veritable barbarians at the door 

of the GoPro empire. 

GoPro has faced rivals in the past, but never has it had to stare a colossus like Nikon in the 

eye.  Previous challengers to GoPro’s hold on the market such as the Garmin Vibe, TomTom 

Bandit and Olympus TG-Tracker action cameras, either sought out-manoeuvre GoPro based 

on price points or by packing more features into their devices.  They all failed to commandeer 

a sizeable market share.  According to financial analysis company BidnessEtc., “For the third-

quarter of 2014, GoPro Inc. (NASDAQ: GPRO) enjoyed a 72.5% market share in the point-of-

view camcorder market in the US. Its global sales dominated the market, measured at a 

sizeable 56.7% of worldwide action camera sales.”   

Up until this point, all GoPro’s challengers have sought to face the company on its own terms, 

by duplicating the design and function of the GoPro product; that tiny, multi-purpose video 

camera in a shock-proof, acrylic box.  Nikon, on the other hand, has re-imagined the action 

camera and streamlined how the product is used to create three refined models tailored to 

specific needs over the generalised approach of GoPro.  The KeyMission 80 is designed to be 

a wearable device capable of selfies and a day’s worth of time-lapse photography.  The 

KeyMission 170 has exceptional low-light capability, ultra-slow motion film capability and a 

LCD back screen, a feature available only as an add-on with most GoPro cameras. 



With the KeyMission 360, however, Nikon throws down the gauntlet.  Nikon’s flagship action 

camera places two active, wide-angle cameras on one device enabling 360° photo and video 

capability – a feat hitherto unheard of in an action camera.  The KeyMission 360 allows users 

to capture and share fully immersive 360° interactive videos and photos.  In so doing, Nikon 

has taken GoPro’s invention and re-invented it to leverage advances in imaging technology.  

Nikon has also launched a new SnapBridge 360-170 app and desktop utility. The app pairs 

with KeyMission devices and can be used to shoot remotely and change settings.  SnapBridge 

can also trim clips and push them to YouTube - all the more significant as YouTube recently 

began supporting 360° videos. 

GoPro has kept its hold on the action camera market in part by tying its cameras and 

accessories together; GoPro accessories and apps only work with GoPros.  This savvy 

marketing strategy ensured customer loyalty as buying another brand required customers to 

purchase a whole new set of accessories to use with that product, thereby incurring additional 

costs.  With programs such as Nikon Capture NX2, Nikon View NX and SnapBridge, Nikon, as 

an already established brand with its own brand-specific apps and accessories, is similarly 

positioned to benefit from the same strategy.  In fact, GoPro may well find that some of its 

customers who have Nikon cameras may find it more economical to return to the Nikon brand 

than utilize two incompatible, brands of photography gear. 

GoPro has dominated the action camera market throughout its existence, but until now the 

company has never faced a challenger that posed a real threat to its position as king of the 

hill.  Nikon possesses the expertise, resources and customer base to make a serious dent into 

GoPro’s share of the action camera market.  Nikon’s launch of its KeyMission line in the fourth 

quarter of 2016, just before Christmas, has set two juggernauts on a collision course.  After 

the Christmas shopping season, when the smoke clears, the battlefield surveyed and sales 

figures analysed, GoPro will either stand unscathed by the new challenger, or a war would 

have begun between two great empires. 


